Sensing of DNA non-homology lowers the initiation of meiotic recombination in yeast.
Meiotic recombination between homologous chromosomes in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is initiated by the formation of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). The mechanism of DSB formation and the factors that determine their frequency and location have yet to be elucidated. Current studies of meiotic recombination are also concerned with the question of the functional relationship between DSB formation and the other meiotic processes of homology searching, pairing and synapsis of homologues. To test if DNA identity is required for high levels of DSBs and recombination, we have asked whether small DNA heterologies (140-547 bp) located within the well characterized ARG4 initiator of meiotic recombination, can affect DSB formation and gene conversion events in the ARG4 locus. The present physical and genetic analyses show that some heterologies reduced recombination frequencies without altering DSB formation, whereas others reduced both DSB and gene conversion frequencies. These results suggest that DNA heterologies overlapping a recombination initiator impair meiotic gene conversion at two levels. First, some heterologies affect the level of DSB formation, revealing the existence of an anti-initiation process sensing the presence of sequence non-homology between the homologous chromosomes. Second, heterologies can impair the successful processing of the recombination intermediates once DSBs are made. We present a model for interhomologue cross-talks involving chromosomal and DNA/DNA interactions.